Top, Left to Right
Hybrid Media, Raffish, Lineate, Tulum

Bottom, Left to Right
Lapis, Uncovered, Liike
Experience the majesty of Durkan’s innovation in how we interweave product, design, community and sustainability into customized design solutions.

From virtual reality experiences to artist collaborations on design, Durkan pushes the envelope on how we approach product development and customer engagement.
LIKE COLLECTION

Inspired by ink-washed paintings’ ability to captivate the viewer with its impulsive and fluid nature, these works of art provide unpredictable results as the process cannot be controlled with precision. Paint bleeds and disperses through opposing colors, creating waves and sculpted forms, with overlays of classic lace drape and contour, drifting and rippling across the surface. All of the nuances of translating ink patterning into carpet are made possible in the Liike Collection through the technological advances and multi-level cut and loop capabilities of Durkan’s Definity construction.
This charmingly unconventional and intentionally unorthodox carpet combines neutrals with pop colors amid textural topography that creates a unique installation that is current and cosmopolitan. Influenced by the urban landscape in oxidized metals, the remnants of once posted placards, and the beauty of the cityscape, Raffish calls to mind an organized chaos that is unapologetic and captures attention. Through Synthesis technology, Raffish strengthens its innate individuality through multiple layers of patterns, enhancing its decidedly urban spirit.
LAPIS

Taking cues from its namesake, Lapis boasts bold, faceted color that is veined with cool neutrals and bespeaks of lapis lazuli, granite, agate and other geological inspiration. With intricate areas of light and dark, Lapis brings nature indoors in a soft and supple flooring solution that is perfectly matched with stone or wood visual tiles. The result is a modern take on the great outdoors that is organic, inviting and aspirational.
Marrying a rich gradient of color and texture in a single plank, Lineate Enhanced Resilient Tile creates engaging spaces in a variety of colors and neutrals, fit for contemporary and classic spaces alike. Depth and dimension are interwoven into the gradation of color within each tile, making even a monochromatic floor installation move with the light and shape of the space.

Left to Right

LINEATE COLLECTION
Enhanced Resilient Tile

HYBRID MEDIA COLLECTION
Enhanced Resilient Tile

LIVING LOCAL COLLECTION
Enhanced Resilient Tile
Distressed textures and colors abound in our Hybrid Media Collection. Borrowing visuals from reclaimed wood, driftwood, and other heavily weathered wood surfaces, Hybrid Media combines the patterning of multiple textures with multiple types of natural wood grain looks to form a contemporary yet rustic flooring solution.

Living Local Enhanced Resilient Tile celebrates the vibrant, versatile spirit of our local communities. Proudly manufactured in America, the collection draws inspiration from natural wood visuals and features colors ranging from rich warm browns to cool grays. The aesthetically flexible shades and textures are designed to fit any commercial interior, providing a core collection of creative styles that you can use to bring homegrown appeal to a wide variety of projects.
Inspired by the passage of time and interpreted as a journey of dimensional and textural art forms, Xenia fuses organic and industrial styles and tonal treatments. Immersive concrete surfaces, century old woods, free-flowing images and botanicals form a convergence of blended effects and transformations into modern designs. Rediscovering treasures of the old worlds and embracing a contemporary sophisticated warmth, Xenia is a stylized confluence of technology and artistic poetry.

Left to Right

XENIA COLLECTION
by Virginia Langley

TULUM COLLECTION
by Stacy Garcia

UDAAN COLLECTION
by Arnavaz Barshan
Be immersed in the uninhabited regions of pristine coastlines with Tulum, a diverse collection of worldly designs. Boasting a bohemian style and chic aesthetic, playful medallions, organic paisleys and hand-painted motifs capture the essence of ancient Aztec and Mayan cultures with a modern twist. Bright turquoise waters and white sand beaches inspire the palette, complemented by bold berry, coveted coral and a hint of dijon. With an eclectic flair and sense of wonder, Tulum evokes an air of exploration and adventure.

Udaan is an odyssey to new elevations, transcending the hustle and bustle of a noisy environment. Pausing, slowing down and calming our minds to reconnect with ourselves: Udaan captures the essence of these experiences. The collection focuses on reflection and reconnection at a higher level of mindfulness. The designs are fluid with a subtle sense of movement. From dusty hues to vibrant blues combined with soft, blurry textures, Udaan achieves an aura of sophistication.
A primitive style originating where classical rules of proportion and perspective don’t apply. Tribal, expressive art meets modern luxury in the Indigenous Craft Collection. Each design incorporates a geometric style that has been beautifully updated for a modern twist, with colors ranging from soft neutrals to a mix of blues and grays. Indigenous Craft bridges the gap between cultural art and craft.
Designed to be a cadenced experience, Uptrend is visual poetry for the floor. The tempo expresses the profoundly relaxed, serene quality of happiness. Tranquility is captured in the natural flow of luxurious textures, like the calmness of a babbling brook or the familiarity of a star-filled night sky.

Order meets unpredictability in the Uncovered Collection. The mathematic regularity of tile converges with painterly brush strokes and shattered glass imagery, creating a visual that is at once artistic and precise. Natural disorder is pared down to its most basic essence, allowing the emergence of abstracted beauty.
PROXIMITY HOTEL CASE STUDY

For the first LEED Platinum certified hotel in the United States, sustainability guided every choice in creating an optimal experience for environmentally conscious guests. That’s why it was important for the Proximity Hotel in Greensboro, N.C., to make responsible decisions with the flooring removed during a recent renovation. Using our ReCover recycling program, the Proximity Hotel ensured that the previous carpet was diverted from the landfill. Together with Durkan, the Proximity Hotel was able to further demonstrate their commitment to green lodging practices, both to valued patrons and employees.
DUKAN SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENT

Sustainability is the moral imperative that drives our product development from research to deployment. We begin with an idea that is cultivated in collaboration, grounded in innovation, and brought to life as a fusion of high design and green technology. The result is a portfolio of over 500 Red List Free Declared products, the most in the industry and the right choice for the environment.

- Gaia sponsor of the International Living Future Institute (ILFI) and partner of the ILFI’s Living Building Challenge and Declare programs
- Largest selection of products with Declare Labels, Health Product Declarations (HPDs) and Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs)
- 500+ Red List Free Declared Products
- Committed to Total Product Transparency, with all information available at Durkan.com

~

Health Product Declaration
The HPD lists product ingredients and shows how each one could potentially impact human health.

Environmental Product Declaration
The EPD documents how a product affects the environment throughout its life cycle, in an internationally standardized format.

FloorScore Certificates
FloorScore is a standardized system used to ensure compliance of hard surface products with indoor air quality requirements. Mohawk Group is proud to have a FloorScore certificate for each of its hard surface products.

ReCover Program
Our ReCover program helps reduce waste by allowing customers to dispose of their old carpet without having to send it to landfill. If you are interested in recycling your used carpet, just call us at 877-3RE-CYCL (877-373-2925).

~

ILFI operates the Living Building Challenge, the most ambitious green building standard in the world. Durkan and Mohawk Group are promoting and educating others around the globe about ILFI’s cutting-edge programs.

- Living Building Challenge CEU course
- Yearlong collaborative events
- Commitment to Declare

Mohawk Group is a Gaia sponsor of the International Living Future Institute. We are thrilled to offer this premier level of support, making us part of a global community that is creating transformational change in sustainability.

~

Declare Labels
Declare is a "nutrition label" for building products, so you can quickly assess material ingredients, the product’s Red List Free status and end-of-life options.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFINTY</th>
<th>SYNTHESIS</th>
<th>FDI</th>
<th>CYP</th>
<th>TUFTED</th>
<th>CARPET TILE</th>
<th>RUGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENHANCED RESILIENT TILE</td>
<td>RUBBER</td>
<td>RESILIENT SHEET</td>
<td>LAMINATE</td>
<td>HARDWOOD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>